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No Pacifican next week
The Paclfican will not �e published
next
_

'Ambrosia' Show:

week due to sched�led tn-enmal maintenance on

pu-Graphtc photo- typesetter that
sets all
tile Com
for the newspaper. Since four
days of
the co p�
s mg are needed to produce a single
1ype ett
issue
and the machine will be
down for
of the paper,
.
five da ys, there IS no way the paper can b
pub lish ed. The P�cifican will return April 3 wit
its traditional Apnl Fool's edition.

Tickets On Sale In Electronics Store

�

No smoking, dancing,
or card· playing: social
mores of Old ·Pacific .

Story on Page 5
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artley, Starlley ,officiallY take power

By Kathleen Bacchini
sa.rr Writer

Wed nesday night's ASUOP
of Supervisors meeting was the
for the installation of UOP's
ent leaders.
stud
... L-·
..,..
Step ping down from his office is

current ASUOP President Ron Pool
relinquishing his title to the newl
elected Hartle y. Also exchan ging
execut ive positio n was Kristen
A l mquist, current ASUOP Vice
Presid ent, with incomi ng electee ,
Pam Stanley.
Hartley and Stanley met with

y

some 20 supervisors in an informal
introduction and presentation as their
new executive officers.
Stanley chaired her first meeting
with the board, discussing principal
up-coming events, such as the ap
proaching budget hearings to be held
in the next few weeks. An appointed

Senior finals
week inay be
moved back
By Steve Johnson .
Staff Writer

Terry takes
the helm
-

u�

ting

at

KUOP radio
By Tammy Brecht
Special t o The P•clfican

It all started in a 1 0-watt radio

in Cal-Poly Pomona.
there it was all uphill for
Terry,
KUOP's
newly
llilll<()mt ,�rl Station Manager.
Terry replaces Chuck Rowell,
resigned from the managerial
Since
last December.
resignation, Terry served
station ma�ager for
s non-commercial
radio

The Academic Council affirmed
a resolution that would require
Seniors
to
take
their
final
examinations along with the rest of
the student body in its meeting here
March 12.
In a lopsided 20-2 vote with one
abstention, the council approved a
recommendation
that
effectively
quashes the present practice of gran
ting graduating seniors a week's
respite between finals and commen
cement.
Beginning next year, seniors will
have to prove that their absences
from regularly scheduled finals are
"officially excused" before they can
take an "early" final. "Officially ex
cused" absences are those approved
by the Dean Of Students' Office.
The recommendation is designed
to ease teachers' workloads by
requiring that only one final exam be
written and administered instead of
the present two.

�:�:�:��������:
�

By Kevin Bartram
Pacifkan

Editor

Some

of the changes Terry
to make
at KUOP include
a community advisory
changing
antenna
the
and streamling operations.
this last goal he has
been partially successful,

By Dawn Long
Starr Writer

(See FINALS, page 3 l

A series of altercations between
the Archania and Sigma Alpha Ep
silon fraternities led to a riotous
brawl in the former group's house
Monday evening. As a result, SAE is
finding itself facing the Joint Univer
sity Judiciary Committee (JUJ) and
the possibile imposition of strong

penalties.
Accounts of the alleged events
differ, depending on whom one.talks
ts the
to but deciding upon the truth
.
with
l
dea
t
mus
JUJ
ta k
The initial altercation which led
est oc
to the Monday night slugf
y
curred during Archania's rush part

mem
four
tly,
aren
la•t Friday. App
h�r' nf SAE were somewhere behind
ble
Archania's house when the trou
bt:gan.

Insight

The first round
.
According
to
SAE
Vice
President Kurt Hout, he and three
others were walking behind Archania
when an Archite appeared and of
fered them drinks.
The Archite
allegedly went back into the house to
fetch more drinks for the four SAE's
when a number of Archites appeared
from their house.
Verbal abuse ensued and, Rout
claims, debris was thrown at him and
his partners from the upper floors of
Archania.
A scuffle then occurred but,
Hout says, "they (the Archites)
agreed to go in and we agreed to leave
but they jumped us from behind."
Hout was allegedly taken to the
ground and claims that while lying on
the earth's surface, he was kicked and
hit by more than just one Archite.

(See FIGHT, page 3)

Cinema Coordinator, Grocery Store
Manager and Loan Store Manager.
A committee of five interviewers
will examine all possible qualified
ca.ndiclates thru next Wednesday. The
final decisions should be made by
Thursday, March26, or Friday, Mar
ch27.

University Center
nearing completion

Frat bra wl breaks out

�

employees
seem
Terry's management
"Out of all the station
I've worked for, he is the
-a... . ... , hardworking and
.
""'•'Uln�......
t.. concerned," said Gail
Progra m
KUOP's

Stanley pointed out that the
schedule for next week includes inter
viewing and reviewing applicants for
appointment to fill a new set of direc
tors to replace the current Forum
Director,
Publicity
Director,
Academic Affairs birector, Social
Director,
Travel
Coordina tor,

In other action, the council
deferred a decision on a final unified
calendar proposal for at least a mon
th until a report by the Faculty and
Administrative Workload Committee
is completed.
That commi
arged
Wlb
with determining the impact of
faculty and administrative workload
on changes in the calendar.
But chairman Roy Van Cleve,
from the school of Business and
Public Administration, said in an in
terview with The Pacifican that
equity factors will have to be ironed
out by his committee along with
changes in workload if an adequate
solution is to be reached on the calen
dar question.
Aside from mere teaching load
those equity factors include advising,
professional development, university
service, and community service.
"Based ori a 40 hour work week,
a teacher only spends 28 hours on
average
actually
teaching
and

Strong penalties possible

A graduate of California State
at San Jos�:, Terry, 33,

at KUOP for two years as
Director
Station
under
l'lilllact••r• Mike Turner, Les
and Rowell. He also ser
Nev. Director at radio
KSTN in Stockton and
in Concord before coming

financial committee will hold closed
sessions during the next three weeks
to discuss the ASUOP budget.
Stanley also announced that the
first "open" Board of Supervisors
meeting concerning the budget will be
held April28, at 6 p.m. in the Univer
sity Center Redwood Room.

A student pinballer tackles the electronic age in the
University Center's Game Room

'Originally conceived of as a
UOP "student union", the Univer
sity Center has become "the hub of
campus activity since its christening
in 1975. However, despite the vital
role it plays in student life, the center
has yet to be completed.
During the past year, a flurry of
activities and changes have taken
place in the center. The game room
has been moved and updated; a
graphics room provides students with
outlets for their creativity; a new con
ference room hosts many of the
university's important gatherings,
and a renovated Mall dining area ser
ves students with greater efficiency
and a more intimate atmosphere.
These changes did not come
about
overnight.
Overall
co
ordinated efforts by the University
Center and Auxiliary Services, the
two services housed in the center,
brought about the improvements.
The University Center controls the
east side of the facility, whole
Auxiliary Services, composed of
Food Service, Housing, and the
University Bookstore, leases its own
separate part of the center.
University Center Director Jim
Paull,
programs,
operates
and
schedules the center's activities.
Assuming his position in August of
1979, Paull has since attempted to
upgrade the facility, seeing attendan
ce of the center's programs as a
barometer of success. "When the
facility is full of people, you know it's
good," said Paull.
One of the facilities currently en
joying great success in the center's
recreation room. Remodeled last fall
the once-cavernous room now houses
the center's electronic games and a
new billiard table, as well as a
graphics room for students with ar
tistic bents. The University Center
Program Council's offices have been
relocated in the ASUOP office,
leaving more room for recreation.
Plans for next year include a new
table tennis unit, and renovation of
the ventilation system.
Relocation of the games room to
the recreation area left that space
open for a new conference room,
which has repeatedly been utilized by
faculty and student groups. Artwork
for the walls and new curtains will be
added next year as finishing touches.
This
year's
most
drastic
renovation took place in the Mall
dining area. At the time the center

(See CENTER, page 3 l

'

Soc.ial ·acceptance hard for foreigners
BySteve Ko
Staf f Writer

(Editor's note: The first port of
,
this article, printed last week focused
gn
students
forei
ulties
diffic
the
on
encounter learning in an unusual
cultural environment. This week,
reporter Steve /(o ex_amines the social
,
barriers UOP s Jor.e1gn students must
overcome to become part of main
stream campus life.)
Yoko

Nomoto,

a

Japanese

student majoring in Education, said
that before she came to UOP she
thought she would be able to find
many friends here, due to the small
size of the school. "I thought I would

find
close
American
friends,
especially girls. I was disappointed,"
she noted.
Nomoto said that it seemed likt
American students had decreased
their interest in foreign culture after
Raymond-Callison College merged
with C.O.P. She added that she
seldom goes to campus dances and

parties because she does not know
how the American students will react
to her.
Fraternities and sororities play a
large role in the social life of this
campus. But according to statistics,
less thanl'1of foreign students belong
to any social fraternity or sorority.

Commumcauon problems are
the main obstacle for foreign students
getting
with
involved
socially
American students, but this language
barrier can effect these students
academically, Tully said.

Getta Rezvani recalled that when
she came to UOP two years ago, she
had problems in following lectures
and reading assignments and she did
not do as well as she expected. "But
now I think I have overcome my
language problem," she said.
Hoover said that the foreign stu
dents in UOP are very high standard
academically.
They may have dif
ficulties in the beginning because they
are not used to the educational system
here. The International Services Of
fice offers counseling programs to aid

foreign students in adjusting to this
system, Hoover said.
This is the first year that student
advisers have been assigned to work
specifically with foreign students in
the International Services Office, and
so far it is quite successful, said Rez
vani. Her job is to give students ad
vice on choosing classes and im
proving studying skills.
"This program is mainly to help
freshman foreign students to go

(SeeFOREIGNERS, page 4)
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Academic CounCil move
fixes finals horse race
'

finals to preparewerefor the race
first gruelling
allowed to
ement. They the
commenc
towards their finals
before
rest of
week
a
complete populace and take the last offici
al
the student ''off''.
school week
March At their mon
But that alltheended
Council, which is
Academic
meeting,
thly
and ONE
members
faculty
of
composed
its
in
infinite
decided
ative,
student represent
take their final
wisdom that seniors should
the rest of the student
examinations along withnext
year, the compor
population. Beginningthat seniors
enjoyed after
hiatus
week
table one more.
finals will be no hardly endorses this vote,
The Pacijlcan
it yet another example of in
and we considerneeds
being eradicated
timate student this gradually
narrow con
The
campus.
of
face
the
from
Dining
Room
Regents
filled
fines of the smoke. to decide where seniors
place
is hardly thespend
their last lingering moments
should best
at Pacific.
vote is to occur,
On the contrary, if such asuch
a concept, it
support
means
no
by
we
and
outcome-
its
by
effected
should be ultimately
the seniors at UOP.

students, the
For the majority ofaPacific
first
school year starts up like horsefromrace.theThe
starting
g burst
days bring a shockin
position in classes
gate, as students jockey forwell-wor
n ' but swiftg
and work into routine,
the
races,
all
in
paces. However,' asyear are but portentsbeginnin
the
and middle of thefinish. Students sweat, for
strain,
mad-dash photo the grand finale, the finish
and stagger to reach as finals. When finals
line, otherwise knownwork like hell.
start, Pacific students
us, the
But for a select feware among
last en
the
not
finals
graduating seniors,year.
flag falls on
the After the
durance test ofanother,
important race
the first race towardsequaiJy
graduation and all the
begins: the trek
that ending an education
cumbersome trappingsments
need to be sent out,
can bring. Announceto be rented,
hs
gowns and hats needcontracts needphotograp
ter
be
need to be made, importantly , oldto friends
minated, and most with.
be reminisced
need Into the
this
past, the university recognized
upon
that is foisted
inordinate amount ofareworkover.
UOP offered
seniors after finalscatch their breaths
after the
seniors a chance to
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WAIT,
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KUOP's leader Terry right man for
. ..

with scan
After nearly two years fraughtfinally
to menthaveof
dal and confusion, KUOP seems
the appoint .
found some stability withStation
Manager
Richard Terry as its new
's favorite
everyone
nearly
Terry, who was
the
foiJows
choice to take over the position, by upMike
stormy line of management begun

...

uptly by Chuck na
ended abr
Turner andy brin
P somethi
Terr wegslltoeveKUO
r possessedut-the
Turnertonostur Ro
yees' inp
plo
t em licy
listen iningden
.
determ are staas tioconn po
nt the entire
we h Terryfide
will do an
staff that Ric

- ......<w
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Letters to the Editor
ho us es

Chaplain recommends return to basic fun.damentals for Greek
·

Editor:
'

I am very saddened by the
:�<;<;ll'tlt and physical violence which
occurred last weekend between Ar·
chama and 'jigma Alpha Epsilon.
The reason I am sad is that violence is
never the way to resolve conflict.
I have always supported the
Greek Fraternal System . I have seen
it as a way for young men to live
together in a community where
.

The same is true for the ideals put
forth in the rituals of Archania.

through the give and take of every
day exchange, they learn to share
They learn to be less
their lives.
selfish . They learn to negotiate con
flict. They mature in relationships.
They learn to care deeply about each
other. They learn to become healthy
male adults.
In reviewing the ideals of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, for example, the calls
to self discipline, to true friendship,
to generosity and service are clarion.

That the ideal of fraternity life
has been tarnished is not debatable.
The kind of antagonism that leads to
broken noses and broken bodies has
no place in the Greek Fraternal
system. It is a dishonorable thing to
defend one's honor by fisticuffs. The
entire Greek system on this campus
suffers a deep humiliation.

UCPC 1n desperate need of volunteers;
Editor:
1-�ow many students went to see
How
"A Clock Work Orange?"
many students have enjoyed the art
How many
work in the gallery?
student� have en :.wl'd a performance
in the Rathskelle: or ottended Monte

commonly referred to as the UCPC.
UCPC is made up of several
committees of -student volunteers.
The Programs Council is different
from ASUOP.
The volunteers
receive no pay but receive excellent
experience
in
leadership
and

Carlo Night? How many students
have relaxed in the center's lounge
or
"Caddyshack"
and watched
"Airplane? "
These events were all arranged
by student volunteers from the
University Center Programs Council,

The entire university communi ty is
embarrassed by such behavior .

That the ideals of the University
of the Pacific have been com
promised is not debatable. The in
tolerance and lack of reasoned con
flict-resolution has no place in a
university setting where every idea,
no matter whose, has a right to be
heard and tested without fear of
reprisal . It is not in keeping witq the
integrity of the university 't hat
physical force and uncontrolled anger
dominate over reasoned negotiation.

To the men of Archania and
SAE I address a request: rather than
nursing your hurts, real or imagined,
and growing bitter or angry, review
the ideals of the Greek brotherhood
o f which your fraternity is a par t .
Cull from t h e ideals a w a y for y o u to
proceed in life, so that you might bear
the burden of the consequences o f

·

needs

organization.
The problem is the people take
the Programs Council for granted.
Participation is at an all-time low.
Events are poorly attended and
volunteers to be on committees are
non-existent.
practically
Every

He'd employ an engineering student over a philosophy maJOr
•

Editor:
i am wnting this letter to protest
two items in the "Letters" section of
the March 6 edition ofThe Padfican:
Your response to the letter by Carol
Rausch's
second
and
Gernon,
response to Erik Friedrich .
I consider that both of these were
poo r editorial judgment--the first
because the complaints were justified,
and to ignore loss of readers due to
easily correctable or verifiable errors
by saying that you do not go to her
school is in poor taste--and Mr.
Raush's broadside directed at all
engineering students was in poor taste
because of the difficulties inherent to
countering an attack of that nature.
The reason I am writing on the

that a contributing cause would be
the number of math and science cour
taken
be
to
have
that
ses
simultaneously. Though I may be
wrong, I would say that the fail rate
in the School of Engineering is not
any higher than it is in any of the
schools.
As far as employment goes, I

first point does not include the errors
-those I can live with, because you do
not have the resources to compete
with the L . A . , New York, or London
Times-but I would expect you to put
out as good a paper as possible. To
me, shrugging off justified criticism
by saying that you do not choose to
attend programs offered by her
school is asinine.
My complaint with Mr . Rausch's
letter centers on several issues, but the
biggest is the difficulty of defense.
To me, his method of attack was
wrong, because it was a scattergun
response from the rear against an en
tire school .
The attack on the engineering
students was fail courses--! would sav

Wemyss responds to 'crass' P'can comment
Editors:
At first , we, the residents of
Wemyss, were a bit upset that we
were not so much as mentioned in
Tbe Pacifican's Band Frolic article.
However , calling our show "too poor
for revie"'" :n a later editorial section
(March I 11 wa just crass enough to
elicit a respons•: from us.

�

Our Policy

The residents of Wemyss who
participated in Band Frolic worked
long and hard--and we feel it showed.
Even one of the Saturday evening
judges put "shows evidence of great
amount of practice" on our ad
j udication sheet. Despite all the hard
work, we had a lot of fun, which is
It
what Band Frolic is all about.
brought an alreadv close dorm even

closer.
If you've been perceptive enough
we're
to
realize
angry ,
"Too poor to
congratulations.
review" certainly wasn't the judge's
opinion, for we beat other living
groups that were well represented in
your article.
The residents of Wemyss

THEPACIFICAN
Patrick McQowell
fditor-

.,.c/

The Pacifican is published
l.JII Fridays on a weekly basis by
students of the University of the
Pacific, except during vacation
periods.
from
Comments
Pacifican readers are welcome.
Guest columns and letters to the
editor are limited to 250 ·words
and should be submitted in
typed form by 5 p.m. Monday to
the Pacifican, 3rd floor, North
Hall. Editorial comment on cam
pus issues reflects the views of
the Pacifican editorial board.

Kar<'n Komsak
Sports Editor

Steve Riach
Nf'ws Editor

Kevin Bartram
Entt'rtainm=t Editor

Mike Allen
Photograph Editor

Kandy Waldie
Production Managl'f'

Gregg Goldman
Managing Editor

would much rather employ an
engineer than a philosophy major-
for two reasons: 1) they have a
proven tendency of worrying at
problems that philosophy majors
might not have developed and 2) I
can think of several u�ec: for the
engineer , but none for the philosophy
major .
David Carsen

Check Grocery.Store prices
Editor:
Have you ever checked what you
paid in the student grocery store?
I did the last two times I bought
Last week, I
mixed nuts there.
bought 0 .57 lbs. of some mixture that
was listed $2.42 a pound, and I was

Buslnf'SS Manag.-r

,,.......

Pam Goldberg
Christine Keen
Janet King
Bonnie LaCivita
J oan Martin
karen Trauner

'-hr

Jess Bragg

Stacey loppini

AdLerllstng Managl'f'

Bill Kochenderfer
Peter Morgan

Garry Silvey
Circulation Managn

charged $2.15 .
This was $0 . 78 or
570fo over the correct charge of $1 .37.
This week, I bought 0 .77 lbs. of
ambrosia (listed $2 .35/lb.), and was
charged $2 .23. Again, this was $0.42
or 23o/o over the correct amount of
$ 1 .8 1 .
Apparently, the prices in the
cashier's list are different from the
prices marked.
The students in
charge had better change this prac
tice.
T . V . Nguyen
Professor

Wedd
i a good
job agani

�

Renee St. Denis

Walter Wiebelhaus

Editor:
t seems to u� that you have your
.
.
pnonttes concermng what constitutes
important news mixed up. Your sen
sationalistic primary headline for the
election story of the March 6th
edition ofTbe Pacifican, "Con fusi on
mars AS OP election count , " did
not descnbe the most important part
of the story , which was the fact that
Joe Hartley and Pam Stanl ey won
their respective elections.
I t is also a sad commentar y
on
The Paclflcan when stories about
ABC's Barrie Dunsmore , VD cases
and Frolic get much large
and
headlines than Hartley and Stanle
Y
win ning thier elections.
Good job, Pacifican.

�

�

press

more

much

after .dispute

;

Tom Ross
Neall Tip lor

your actions well, and have
within y our deepest selves
and peace o f non-violence .
I n t h e words o f
Romero, martyred in
spokesman for peace, •
repeat continuously, cuw1uup'•
voice in the desert, 'no' to
and 'yes' to peace."

tbel-:11,

ARIIIIIIcti':aJJy

By Mary Peppe
Starr���"

coverage--

student pays $12.50 per semester tor
these activities, yet they are prac
tically ignored.
The Pacifican recently ran a short
piece about a performance at the
Rathskellar, but for the past 2 years ,
UCPC
acti�'ities
have
had
no
coverage. ASUOP has articles in The
Pacifican weekly for social and
political events.
This cannot con
tinue.
You write articles about
student drug use, yet o ffer no alter-

natives for r elaxation and rua.
UCPC is a valid alternative.
get students out o f their
and involved in their area
UCPC o ffices are
ASUOP o ffice complex .
in and see what we have to

Sharon

Subscriber indebted to P'
Editor:
As one of your subsc riber s , 1
thou ght I � ould drop a line to let
you
know t e Impo rtan t role your
paper
plays With the alum ni .
The Pacifican is one of
the
.
pnm ary tool s used by alum
ns like
mys elf to rem ain in tou ch
with the

�

uC?p

conservatory sunday march 29 8
ttckets: electronics store & all Bass
S4 students-57.50 general
sponsored by asuop

March20,

OR-IN
EDIT

SIDENOTES

-CHIEF SELECTION

Tbe Pacifican Publication Board

82's Editor-in-Chief•
·u ch oose 1981w'arch 23 at 3 p.m. in the Public
Office. . Applicants for the
el ations
Kevm Bartram, Steve
are
n
o
siti
)UlS on, and Kevin Coombs.

�

fo

DON'T SPECTATE...
PARTICIPATE
leadership
have
you
Do
The
so,
University
If
Cen
s?
tie
qu ali
Council is looking for
ms
ra
rog
P
ter
you. We need students like you;
new ideas and students
stude nts with
what other students want.
th at know
The University Center Program'
n
ou
c cil is made up of many diverse
committees. If you are interested in
we have the Video,
ent ertainment, .
Culture/ Art,
ProJects,
special
Entertainment,
and
Rathsk ellar
For
the
outdoor
committees.
a
m
e
Cin
1ype, we �ave the Recr�tion and
pa cific Wilderness Expenence com
Finally for
the
ad
mittees.
ministrative type, we have the overall
of the council or the
'"'·•�<llr,.r·/S•�r•�ta·rv positions.
If you are interested in becoming
chairperson for any of these com
for the 1981-1982 academic
please come by the University
Director's Office and pick up
application as soon as possible.

TEACHING AWARDS
�he Alex and Faye Spanos
teachmg award nominations need to
be turned into the COP dean by Mar
ch 30 , 1981 .
A nomination letter should be
sent describing explicitly how the
faculty member meets the criteria in
last week's ad.
Remember
all
nominations
should be into the COPA office or
the COP Deans office by March 30
1981 .
•

PARKING SPACE S REPLACED
UOP will soon add several new
parking places near the levee to
replace those eliminated by construc
tion of the new engineering building,
according to university architect Len
Abbot.
The City of Stockton requested
that the 32 parking places on Bur
cham Street. to be eliminated by the
future structure be replaced, in ac
cordance with city guidelines. The
new parking spaces will be located
behind the university linen exchange.
Abbot also noted that additional
parking spaces are being constructed
at the southern end of Knoles Field.

the Mall was incomplete.
this year it remained incomsize,
overbearing
with
r-------....ilete.
atmosphere, and slow
plaguing the facility with
between
lrot,Iemts. Collaboration
, Auxiliary Services Director
Fairbrook, and architect Len
IChllllll�ot, however, gave the Mall its
traffic pattern and
�llh etlca!J:y pleasing design (see The

6).

FIGHT

Still further changes await the
Mall as additional lighting, planters,
coordinated
furnishings
and
screening to give the area an enclosed
feeling, will be installed by Septem
ber.
Work for this spring include ex
pansion of the information booth and
the creation of a place for students to
relax.
Paull hopes to keep innovaton
in the center constant. ''The Center
must change with student interests
and needs," he said.

F I N A Ls
(From page 1 l

ri-D efts test kids. for ·�lazy-eye'
By Mary Peppers
Staff Writer

With the help of several mem
of UOP's Delta Delta Delta
more than 1000 Stockton
�t-scl�oolers will be tested for am

diWYooiia. or "lazy eye."
Throughout this month, Tri
volunteers will travel to the
nursery and pre-schools to
all
C31111it1Frcen 3 to 5-year-olds for this afAmblyopia is a loss of
c••amm, u sua l ly in one eye, �aused by
and

ey e muscles,
in childhood.

, :�:,

·.

usually

�!�!!�-!.!:"!, are

ing the sen ice in conjunction
th�· Ht:allh Rc::-.ources sta ff of the
Medical
County
Joaquin
tw<>ctatl ion.
Eleanor Lawrence,
.MI�Pealth Resources staff member and
's alumni advisor, is coor
the program, along with
lllf:illlat�eth Wanzer, a UOP pre-med

anish prof.
lightens

A p rofessor from the University

Sevilla, Spain, spoke to st udents
faculty at Elbert Covell College
government
the
current
···-"u1"" in Spain, Friday, March 6.
In his speech, Mr. Miguel San
discussed the recent transition in
Spanish government from the ab
dic tatorship of Franco to �he
dem ocratic government of King

�

C arlos.
'Ibe role of the King, he said, is
efe nd the democracy. He also
ke about Spain's current foreign
.
cy which places Latin Ame!t ca
,.
� htgh priority. He emphastzed
t n his talk because it pertains ex
al
�h ly to Covell students, ma?Y of
01Tl are natives of Latin Amenca.
,
l.· One s
tudent, Reymundo Bravo
1'1d af
terwards
"I didn't know
'
n i_n
h
�U� about the political situatio
so I learned a lot from h1s

�atn ,
!Ilk.'•

�· San chez,

as well
�ness Administrati
on

as

teach ing

courses at the

y
of Sevilla is also Deput
s
of lnternational Relati<?n
co
crau
Union de Centro Demo
in Spain.
. �an chez has previously h eld
tastuons
re
as Vice Minister of Cultu
the Spanish government, an� as
uty Secretary cJ the Provmce
�:�
�villa .

�

J ?eP

•

difficulties in performing this task
of
presence
the
indicate
may
amblyopia.
Tri-Delta's goal in this project,
as stated by Wanzer, is to detect any
vision problem early, so that it can be
reversed readily with treatment. It
has been estimated that 4 million
children in the U.S. suffer from "lazy
eye."

University Of Texas. The professor
was a sensational lecturer and
routinely drew as many as 300 studen
ts to his classes. ''But this fellow did
very little outside the classroom.
How would you weigh his value to the
university?" he asked.
Van Cleve said that his commit
tee is evenly split on the problem of
equity factors, but he noted that a
report will be presented to the
Academic Council at their April
meeting. That will give the council
adequate time to make it.s final
re\;ommcndations before the Board
of Regents makes a calendall'-dttision
in May.
1

the problem diplomatically, but
"clocks, mugs and pitchers were
thrown at us" so a fight ensued.
'Wall of flesh'
Post claimed that the SAE men
("a wau of flesh,, as he put it) stood
facing the Archites (who were holding
a house meeting) when one of the
alleged invaders rang Archania's
emergency bell. Apparently, a few
Archites then jumped foward and the
melee began.
Security equid not stop the:
fighting, being well out numbered. In
fact, Sargeant Taylor was allegedly
punched in the ribs while attempting
to contain one over-aggressive
student and was taken to Saint
Joseph's Hospital.
Post claimed, "The only thing
that stopped them (SAE) was that
they got tired."
Police
Campus
the
After
managed to get the brawlers outside,
six units of the Stockton Police
Department arrived on the scene,
complete with a paddy wagon and
several canines.
''The fight really ended when
SPD brought the dogs out," Boar
dman commented.
The men were then calmed
down, though verbal abuses cur tinued to be heaved for several
minutes more.
As a result of the Monday night
brawl, five Archites wound up in the
emergency room at St. Joseph's and
three suffered broken noses. Two
holes exist in Archania's inner walls
where two brothers' heads were
allegedly rammed through.
attacl-.
SAE's
called
Post
"psychotic and violent" and called
SAE's tactics "vigilanteeism."
However, Berg stressed that "no
violence was intended" and that they
were "not proud of guys getting
hurt."
"We were just backing up our
brother," Berg stated.
Repur-

COUICl be quite senous
towards SAE.
The Office of Student Life
passed the matter directly on to the
JUJ as they "regard it as extremely
serious," according to Vice-President
Judy Chambers, Director of the OSL.
"We only refer the most serious mat
ters to the JUJ."
This is the first time since the
JUJ's creation (seven years ago) that
such a fraternal matter has been
brought forth before the body.
The field of possible penalties is
wide, and Dean William Barr stressed
that the JUJ has "very broad powers
and can do virtually anything.'' The
JUJ will review SAE's charter, an ac
tion which has not taken place for
many years, Barr noted.
Besides the possible action to be
taken against SAE, Dean Barr noted,
in a letter issued to "the men of
SAE," that the administration is also
"considering charges against several
individuals."
The JUJ hearings are scheduled
to �egin soon, after each side
prepares its case.
Complaints filed
As a sidelight, a number of those
involved are filing formal lawsuits
and quite a few fraternity men have
been filing complaints at the Campus
Police headquarters.
In a late development, Head
Football Coach Bob Toledo has or
dered Hout and Mike Avriett, both
football players allegedly involved in
the incidents, to move out of SAE or
play no football next season. These
two and another pair have been put
011 probatton by Toledo.

CUSSIOnS

Police Chief Norman Askew
summed up the entire situation by
noting that those involved were
"supposedly
mature"
college
students. "I can't believe we can't
resolve our diffe�ences in a different,
non-violent manner," he said.
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bodily harm.
Director of Fraternities Greg
Boardman was called by "a concer
ned individual" to SAE as he was
warned that trouble was brewing.
Boardman arrived during SAE's
house meeting when he met their two
RA's to try to resolve the conflict.
However, by the time he could
get downstairs, "30 to 40 members
were marching, single file, out a side
door."
SAE then proceeded to march
around the back of Omega Phi
Alpha, up the side of Archania and in
the front door of the Archite house.
Boardman, seeing that he would
have trouble getting between some
100 men, ran into Omega Phi, where
he phoned Campus Police. Boar
dman then ran to Archania, where
the fight had already begun. Brawls
were spotted all throughout the living
and dining rooms of the house.
Boardman claimed that "10 to 12
guys were doing most of the
fighting,'' but Sargeant Taylor poin
ted out that "about 100 individuals
were involved."
According to SAE members,
u·�
th_eir men...;,
we;.;;.:nt .;..;,
a to
Ar
:.:. e
::.:ar
:::=
::..:; ch
::..:..: s:::.olv
.:..:.
.;..;, to
;.;: ;;;,in
;.;,;;..;;.;;, ;.;. .;..;,
.------

preparing for lectures, "Van Cleve
said. "But according to the teachers'
Operating Handbook, there are other
things we have to do than just teach.
What our committee needs to do is
decide how to give credit for the other
12 hours that aren't spent in the
classroom.''
Van Cleve posed the problem of
an economics teacher he knew at the

student and Tri-Delta Vice President.
According to Wanzer, each
screening will involve two Tri-Delta
volunteers. One will sit with the child
to give "comfort and reassurance,"
and another will administer the test.
In taking the test, the child
covers one eye and is asked to
describe a series of figures which
Any
become increasingly smaller.

Pacifican

by Kevin Fagan

DRABBLE

Hout alleges that "anywhere up to 1 S
Archites" were involved in the at
tack.
The Archania story is quite dif- f
ferent, however. According to Ar
chania President Brad Post, the four
SAE members were "sitting on one of
our brothers' cars, when they started
yelling at Alex McPherson and his
date as they went up the back steps."
Then "Alex came down and was
pinned by his neck a�ainst a wall by
two guys (SAE's)," Post claims.
"Then Steve Seeds (an Archite) came
around and started yelling at Hout."
Post went on to explain that
Seeds and Hout scuffled, and when
Seeds eventually "pinned" Hout,
another Archite, Matt Waldron,
pulled him off.
Post, who was present at the
scene, claims that, at most, 15 Ar
chites were present at any one time
and denies any "gang-fighting."
The Campus Police broke that
fight up, though not before the of
ficer involved was shoved by an SAE
member, according to both Post and
Sargeant Bob Taylor.
The Archania president alleged
that there were two more incidents
with members of SAE, early Saturday
day morning. However, no further
violence occurred.
'No intention of barm'
Monday night, SAE decided to
settle the Archania issue themselves.
SAE president Ken Berg stated, "the
house decided at our meeting the acts
by Archania were not tolerable." He
claims that his brothers all decided to
go to Archania, with no intention of
.••

,

DA.TE_LINE

(From page 1)

The deadline for these applications is
AprillO. See you soon!
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PLEASE APPLY IN THE ASUOP OFFICE.

DIESSE
Instructor and Research
·roslllons Available
$27,000

S CHOLARS HIPS

These stylish shoes from Dlesse with wedge heels and
summer
every
Insoles coordinate with
cushioned
Available
now
slacks.
and
shorts
fashion-dresses and skirts,
In Beige, Blue. Burgundy, Black and Red, with more colors
available soon at Galletti Shoes. Made of soft fabric eyelet
for cool comfort these shoes are reasonably priced from
$26to$34.

ENGIN EERING, PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS
A ND CHEMISTRY MAJO RS
�hy vait till afte� you g�adu•t• to sat p•id fo�
Th e NaYy Nucl••� Pow•� ?rogra• is
you� skills.
offering financial suppo�t plus all active duty
benefits to front-running students in the •ajors
No unifor•s• no haircuts, no
listed •bova.
You continue to do your bast •s •
wdrills.w
student free fro• 1ny diltr•ctions, 1nd gat paid
In lddition, ¥0U Ire guar1nt1ad • co.
for itl
aission as an officer in the nucl••� NiYY• in
cluding I full y11r of post-gr•du•t• angina•ring
H i ve 3.0 o� bitter in
�aquir•••nts:
training.
technical courses. u.s. Citizen, no ao�• than
�7.Y••�s old upon gradu•tion.

UP TO

$1,000

PER MONTH

OR MORE FOR

Jack Mon�ter

2

YIARSI

916-383-5387

10% DISCOUNT
FOR UOP STUDENTS

GALLETTI SHOES
GALLETTI SHOES IS CONVENIENTLY I LOCATED NEAR
477-7997
THE UOP CAMPUS IN VENETIAN SQUARE
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As you recall from last week, the resume should briefly
outline your educational and employment experience, your
interests and - most importantly - your goals. As for the
mechanics of actually writing and typing out the resume,
there are certain rules that apply. I n your resume:
inch paper . The heavier
- Use high quality bond
stock you use, the better the advantage you will have

e Planning
formation contact the Carer
mediately.

__

Major

Date

because the employer' s first impression will be that
yours is distinctive and that your presentation stands

EE

A
A
A

out .
- Type and space all information neatly . Remember, it
may be reproduced by offset printing rather than

__

photocopied (not recommended) or repetitively retyped .
- Limit it to one or two pages in length ; include your

__

name C l l the second page.
- Attac11 a personal application letter (which will
discussed later) at
times . If no application letter is
attached , it is doubtful that the employer will even con-

sider read·

U. of San Diego Lawyer 's Asst.
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__

1 9--

Major Key
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__
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Electrical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Computer Science
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Business
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Engr.
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Delicatessen and Catering

•

Reasonable expenses • Travel
Concentrated study in Taiwan

•

Extensive course listing

•

Full university credit

ENTRY DATES: 4/1 -6/ 1 2 ; 6/1 5·914; 9/2 1 · 1 2 / t 8
Firat Quarter: Tuition $ 780; HousinA $ 200

Pershing Avenue
Venetian Square

4.555 N.

For Free Pamphlet and Information:
C hinese Language and Cultural Studies

ONE COUPON PER �'/SIT

P.O. Box 1 5 663, Long Beach, CA 9081 5
Telephone: ( 2 1 6) 697-3361
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ENTER TA INMENT
U O P prod ucti on of 'The Man drak e' a hit
By Sharo n Khazo yan
Staff Writer

Ambrosia (I to r} : Royce Jones , David Lewis, Burleigh Drum
mo nd, David Pack, Chris North and Joe Puerta

Rock g roup Amb ros i a to
play P acific M a rch 2 9
Ambrosia, a progressive rock
turned Top 40, will appear at
Conservatory on March 29
8 p.m . The ASUOP sponsored
is priced at $4 for ASUOP card
and $7.50 for the general

Ambrosia's latest LP One Eighty,
includes the singles " Biggest Part of
Me" and " You're The Only Woman
(You and 1), " both Top 40 hits.
Ambrosia started out playing the
Southern California bar circuit as the
core of the group, guitarist/vocalist
David Pack, bass player/vocalist Joe
Puerta
and
drummer
Burleigh
Drummond are currently celebrating
their first decade as a rock band.

Tickets are available at the UOP
Electronics Store and all Bass outlets.
seats are General Admission.

The raucous, bawdy humor of
Machiavelli's play, The Mandra ke,
translates easily from 1 6th century
Italy to the 20th centu,ry U.S.A. , as
demonstrated in the UOP Drama
Department's
last
performance
weekend.
The story, though the setting in
Florence, Italy is far removed from
what is familiar to most UOP studen
ts, was readily appreciated by those
who attended.
It is a tale of a young man,
Callimaco, who " falls in lust" with a
beautiful girl, , Madonna Lucrezia,
who unfortunately is married to one
of the wealthiest men in town,
Professor Micia. He is also one of
the most simple-minded, and when

Callimaco and his friend Ligurio
discover that Micia is trying to
prod uce an heir, unsucce�<.f ully, they
take advantage of his lack o f sense ,
and devise a plot to satisfy both
Micia's and Callimaco' s dreams.
They seek the aid of a corrupt
priest ,
Brother
Timothy,
and
Lucrezia's mother, who has a rather
stained reputation. With their help,
they succeed on all accounts. The
message from this, of course, is that
one can succeed by doing wrong, an
unpopular statement to many.
Regardless of the morality, or
rather lack of it, in this play, the cast
was portrayed with real talent. The

performances by David McCaleb as
Callimaco, Bob Bejan as Ligurio,
Mark Vallarino as Professor Micia,
and Steven
Reaves as Brother
Timothy showed originality, and
really brought the characters to life.
The rest of the cast was also por
trayed well in every respect, with
Stuart Voytilla as Siro, Callimaco's
servant and the brunt of many jokes;
Ronele Kieran as Madonna Sostrata,
Lucerzia's mother; Suzanne Harper
as Lucrezia; and Valerie Lipska as a
woman at the church.
Between scenes there were also
interludes of commentary by Mark
Nicholson,
accompanied
by
a

shepherd, Sami Khoury, and two
nymphs, Jennifer Born and Kim
Johnson. Professor Darrell Persels
directed the production ,
Niccolo Machiavelli's skill at
writing drama is often overlooked
because of his fame in the area of
politics.
His talent was evident,
however, in The Mandrake, which
has stood the test of time and is just
as enjoyable now as it was in its
author's time.
The play will be runnjng until
March 2 1 .
The cost is $2.00 to
students and faculty, and $4.00 for
general admission. Curtain time is
8:00.

�

us m.

Tony winn er
'Sizwe Bansi' on
stage at Stagg
The tony-Award winning play,

Sizwe Bansi is Dead will be on stage

at the Stagg High School performing
Arts Theatre, this Saturday only, at 2
and 8 p . m .
The play, o n tour after a sell-out
season at the Oregon Shakespearean
Festival, is serving as a benefit for the
Stockton Civic Children's Theatre
and the Stagg High School Black
Student Union.
Tickets for the play, which
features
the
original
cast,
are
available at Miracle Music for $5
(students) or $6 (general).
Tickets
may be purchased at the door for $7.

U C PC presents
German series

the Move' theme for U O P dancers

n

By Greg Smith

choregrapher George Faz.
The Artistic Director for the
Pacific Dance Ensemble is Kathleen
Smith Peets and the Administrative
Director is Karen Friend Bradley.
Douglas Brennan is designing lights
and Nanette Cunningham Moyer is
and
design
costume
d i rect i n g
execution .
.
Senior company members per
forming in the concert are: Bob
Bejan, Anne Block, Rose Estrella,
Beth K i n g , Nanette Cunningham
Kathleen Peet s , J oanne
Moyer
Reynol s , Barbara Ubaldi and Nina
Apprentice company
Van Etten .
members performing include: Mark
Allen, Ellen Blackmon, Charla Cun
ningham, Jeri Deyo, Gene Domecus,
Frank Galvan, Lisa Rie, Donna
Schingle r and Tracey Watkins .
Tickets are available from the
Long Theater Box Office at 946-2289.
Admission is $3.00 for Student tickets
and $4.00 for General Adntission.

Staff Writer

fne Pacific Dance Ensemble,
�tur1en t / faculty dance com
at the University of the Pacific,
announced dates and ticket in
ation for their annual Spring
The concert will be held March
and 28 in the Long Theater at
. There will be a matinee on
Friday , March 27 at 2 p . m .
The
performances on Friday anci
nights will begin at 8 p . m .
This year's concert, which will be
the compa nv's third, is entitled " On
Move. " It will feature original
Ill modern and jazz idiom s .
will be choregraphies to music
Anton Vivaldi, the B-52's, Derek
, Samuel Barber, J o h n
·.r •u""''uc•, Cole Porter, Edith Piaf,
Traditi onal Appalachian music.
Two of the works have also been set
o n t he
company by Bay Area
·

?He.

d

The UCPC Cinema Committee
will be presenting the 1 980 Academy
Award winner for the Best Foreign
Fil m , The Tin Drum on March 25 at
the U . C . Theatre.
Volker Schlondorff's adaptation
of the Gunter Grass novel is a stun
ning allegory of Nazi Germany. The
story centers around a young Polish
boy who is dismayed at the rising
Nazism in the world. He stops
growing at the age of three but still
develops mentally and emotionally
which allows him to observe the
world around him.
The Tin Drum, along with Ger
many in Autumn,is part of a series of
major German movies that will be
shown at UOP. The other films in the
series will be " M " , Pandora's Box,
and Captain from Koepenide.
Price of admission for The Tin
Drum is $ . 50 for student& and $ 1 .00
for general public. fhere will be two
showings, at 6 p . m . and 9 p . m . on
March 25 .
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It shouldn't be any surprise that Coors knows a lot about how to
have fun. That's what your Coors Campus Fest and the 1 98 1
O:>ors Intramural Festival are all about. We're proud to he
adding our support to this year's events, and hope that L'VCT)'
student discovers the spirit and good times of intmmural
recreation. Good luck. You're in for a great time.
BABKA BEER CO.
For More Information Please Contact
The UOP Intramurals Dept.

946-2472
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S E L ECTED TITLES
BY T H E S U P ERSTA RS

MONTY PYTHON
THE BRECKER BROTHERS
HARVEY MASON
NORMAN CONNORS
MIC HAEL STANLEY BAND
RODNEY DANGERFIELD
MIC HAEL HENDERSON

MCAT• DAT · LSAT
GRE ORE PSYCH &RE BID·· IMIT
PCIT OCIT VIT · MIT ·. SIT CPA
TOEFL MSKP NAT 'L MED BOARDS VQE
ECFMG FLEX NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
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Tower Records and Arista Records and Tapes are
holding a special promotion to introduce the Arista
5.98 Series. music by artists beyond compare at a
price beyond belief: just 3 . 99 pe � LP disc or tape.
_
Grab an armful at Tower, where we ve got your mus1c.

LOV IN' SPOONFUL
OIL SCOTT -HERON
ERIC C ARMEN
JENNI FER WA RNES
PATTI SMITH GROUP
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Karen 's Comme nts
... Oh! Somewhere in this favored
land the sun is shining bright. . . But
there is no joy in Mudville- mighty
Casey has struck out.

By K aren Komsak
Sport-, Editor

�

N C AA -

n ot j u st for

men

Athletic
Collegiate
(National
The
new
NCAA
Association) logo depicts both a man and a woman. Collegiate
athletics are no longer for men alone; women have finally
become legal . Although the NCAA has considered incor
domain since 1 965 ,
porating women's athletics into its

only recently have they come of age.
This should be really exciting for women but the
majority are quite hesitant . Some of the hesitancy is there
with good reason , but a great deal o f it is u n founded and
pure stubbornness.
Presently

AIAW
under
are
athletics
women ' s
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women)

-Ernest Lawrence Thayer
Hampered still by wet weather,
Tiger baseball will take a two-game
win streak with them to Reno this
weekend. Pacific will play a single
game tomorrow and a doubleheader
Sunday to close out the first half of
teague play. The team was scheduled
to begin second half league play this
week but Wednesday's game with
Fresno was postponed due to rain.
Tuesday the Tigers defeated
Stanislaus State 3- 1 in a non-league
game. Pacific scored their first run in
the 2nd inning as Mike Jackson
walked and then was scored on a
double by Jay Wagner.
UOP then scored another run in
the 3rd inning.
With 2 outs Pat
Tobin was safe at first following an
error by Stanislaus' second baseman.
Tobin proceeded to steal second base
aiXi then moved to 3rd when the catchers
throw went to centerfield. Tobin was
batted in on a single by Jackson.

for

(Association
j urisdiction but with the new NCAA governance ruling, in
stitutions will have to decide between the A l AW and NCAA

by 1 98 5 . L. n til then , though , they can have the best of both
W omen ' s sports can follow AIAW rules and
world!:..
regulatiom,which are much more appealing to most schools.
While NCAA recruiting is a madhouse and an intense swap
meet for bodies, AlA W rules and regulations eliminate the
zoo atmosphere, thus making recruiting that much less hectic
and demanding.

The A l A W fi n an d al aid limits are- a l so much more at
tractive. AlAW financial rud requirements are much more suit
able for schools such as UOP that are out of Title I X com
pliance. NCAA financial aid policies would put schools
(UOP) further out o f compliance.
An advantage o f the NCAA is that they have experience

and organization . The A l A W, which is only 10 years old, is
still experiencing growing pains, as evidenced by their
sometimes disorganized playoffs and championships . U ntil
1 985 a school can abide by AlA W rules and regulations and

yet they can attend NCAA playoffs. Thus, they can get the

best of both world s .
I t w o n ' t b e long though, before 1 985 rolls around and
the carriage j ust might turn into a pumpkin .
Women's
, athletics will have to decide whether they want to be the Cin
derella o f the NCAA or if they want to stick it out with the
A IAW as it matures. It will be interesting to see how and
why different schools will go where they will.
One o f the hurdles that the AIAW will have to over
come, thougt a " it matures, is its hesitancy and stubbor
nnes'>. Unfort\! . \&•ely it
has befallen a common disease.

T'

of i m ,

a n d / o r discrimi nation that has been
dealt to it in the past, it is afraid to listen to any ideas
from the NCAA or from men in general .
The AlAW has been used in part as a vehicle for
women's liberation and the ERA and in the meantime, the
pur pose of women ' s athlet irc: has heen misplaced . From
r

. l'.e

ce

A l A W propaganda that I ' ve read, it is bent on proving
that men ' ll ideas are no goou atld that the NCAA is, as one
editorial cartoon put it, the new " Ayatollah" trying to take
women ' s sports hostage.
This is disappointing. Granted , the men may not always
be right, and granted they may be chauvanists or whatever,
but they do have some good ideas also. It would be en
couraging to see the women work on improving the AlA W
so that member schools won't be lost to the so-called NCAA
monster, rather than sulking about it. Listen to the men. I f
you don 't like it, let it go in one ear and out the other but at
least make an effort to be constructive .
Many thanks t o Cindy Spiro, women ' s -H hletic direc
tor , for her hard work and commitme nt in seemg that UOP
gets the best out of the governance plan.

Pacific's third run carne in the
5th. An error by Stanislaus' shortstop
put Dave Yahnian safe at frrst.
Y ahnian then moved to second on a
wild pitch and was able to score on a
2 out single by Tobin.
UOP's Ron DuHamel pitched 5
innings of shutout baseball, giving up
only 3 hits and striking out 5. He was
relieved by Bret Watson in the 6th
and Watson finished the game,
allowing only 2 hits and struck out 3.
The Warriors' only run carne in
the 7th inning off of 2 hits. DuHamel
was the winning pitcher, now
bringing his record to 3-2.
The Tigers' leading hitter was
Jackson with 2 for 2 and 1 RBI.
The win brought Pacific's
overall record to 14-1 1 . Through the
first 25 games, Tobin is the leading
hitter with an average of .337 . He
also leads the team in hits, with 28,
and runs scored with 2 1 . Jackson is
the only other hitter over .300 and
he's hitting .305, with 1 6 RBI's. Rob
Brzezinski is the third leading hitter
with an average of .294 and leads the
team wilt\ 17 stolen bases.
On the pitching staff, Rob
Schilling feads with a 1 .67 ERA and a
6-l record. He's struck out 61 batters
in 59 innings. Schilling is followed by
Greg Unger at 3-2 with a 2. 15 ERA. ·
DuHamel is next with a 2.97 ERA
and 3-2 record.
Team totals, UOP is hitting .239,
while their opponents are batting
.22 1 . Pitching, Pacific has a team
ERA of 3 .00 and their opponents are
at 3.4 1 . In 207 innings of play, Tiger
pitchers have struck out 1 82 and in
206 innings Pacific opponents have
struck out only I 03.
While the Tigers have stolen 60
bases in the first 25 games, both UOP
and opponents are approximately at a
9.53 fielding average.
Last weekend the Tigers traveled
to
Chico
where
they
split
a
doubleheader with the Wildcats. The
first game Pacific lost 6-5, while they
won the second game 5-2.
UOP jumped to a 1 -0 lead in the
l st inning but Chico carne back to
score 3 in t heir half of the 1 st. Pacific
then closed the gap to 3-2 in the 3rd
and then went ahead 5-3 in the 6th.
Chico scored 2 runs off Dave Hof
fmeister in the 6th though, to tie it,
and then scored the winning run off
relief pitcher Paul Vakay. UOP was
unable to score in their half of the
7th.

Vakay was the losing pitcher
zi, and
while Brzezinski , Carroz
s with 2
hitter
g
leadin
the
were
ht
Voig
6 of
for
nting
accou
hits a piece,
i had 2
zinsk
Brze
hits.
7
fic's
Paci

.
stolen bases.
In the second game the T1gers
d by getting 3
turned things aroun
and then they
g
innin
st
1
the
in
s
run
and 9th.
added single runs in the 3rd
the 4th
in
2
runs
their
d
score
ico
Ch
inning off of Greg Unger by an error
Unger walked 4 and
and 3 hits.
struck out 4 in getting the win. He
split the game with Schilling who pit-
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Committees
The Women's Committee on
Committees and the Nominating
Committee, the latter including at
least four women, will be appointed
by the NCAA Council in its April
meeting in accordance with Proposal
No. 53-B.
Women's championships
29
All
NCAA-sponsored
championships for women approved
by the 1 980 and 1 98 1 Conventions
will be conducted for the first time in
the 1 98 1 -82 academic year, including
three National Collegiate Champion
ships for which all divisions are
eligible, nine Division I champion
ships, nine Division II championships
and eight Division I l l championships.
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Strong v a u ::m...
the week for
form ances this last week th at saw
bases
hit .46 1 , 6 for 1 3, stole 5
'
sc ored 7 runs.
Up co mi ng games
Tomorrow's game at Ren
o
p.m. and Sunday's
0
:
3
2
begins at noon. Next week
will play Oregon State
U niversity of Oregon
.
Both are hom e games begi
.
Thursday
:
p.m
the
y
7 30
play at home, this time at 3
against Eastern Washington .
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ate batter.
Sophom ore Ron DuHame l throws a slider to a Stanisla us S �
.
n
.
w
1
3
in
all
UOP's
baseb
less
score
of
s
threw 5 inning

By John Ra"
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• Belt·drlve turntable section
i n c l udes magnet i c cart ridge.
• AMIFM tuner section g ives you
clear, stable stereo recept ion.
• Reliable amplifier section i s your
control center that del ivers c lean
sound and low d i stort i on .
• Metal tape ca ssette dec k . Dolbyt
noise red uction cuts d i stortion and h i ss.
• Lower storage rack. G reat for
stori ng accessories.
• Pius speakers. A separate pai r
of 2-way speakers w i t h 8-l n c h
woofer a n d 8-i nch passive radiator.
•••

* One price buys this complete
rack system.

Model SG-1 BK.

toolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

Sharp metal-t ape cassette deck .
BiasiE q setting s for metal, c h rome and
norm al tapes . Dotby t noise red u c t i o n
.

Sharp AMIFM casseHe
recorder. A utomatic level
c o nt ro l c i rc u it ry and end-o f·
tape s h u t-off. B u i l t- i n 4·inch
speaker.

s 49

Sharp com pute r-co ntro lled cass
ette
deck. All the featu res of the RT- 1
0, p l u s
a microprocess or to hand le tape
coun ter
and t i me-cloc k
""' ;: , ' func tion s.

,;("';·��·.:;,
.C $149 �7.���

Ciii
i i:.:.
iii :.1
.. .."':_::
·

$ 99

·�

Model 1 9F 72.

WE ALSO HAVE,
Slacks, Robes. Socks. Ties,
Underwear, Jogging shorts.
Running suits, Belts, Vest
Cologne. Jewelry, Wallets

Full time Tallor for Alterations

Open dally 10-5:30, Thur tll 7

1503 St. Marks Plaza
Venetian Garden - 951-9673

$3 1 9
Am pex 214 18- hou r
YH S vid eo - ca sse tte
.

A mpex T- 120

·

·

Model
G F-4 1 4 1 .

Sharp front-loa di n g
VHS v i d eocas sette
recorder. Front·
load i n g conven i e nce
a n d prec i sion
e l ec t ron i c tuni ng.
Record s 2 or 6 ho u rs
on T- 1 20 casset tes .

Model VC- 7400.

$799
As l ittle

sss

SOch
*12 ••

a•

per mo n th · .

..nlent erec111 termo uolng
the
P.ellle Stereo Cha
rge Cord
NO FINANCE CHAR
GE when lull
payment lo received withi
n 25 days from
the closi ng dote shown on
your mont hi
. g stale
billin
ment I n C.ltlornla, I f
any Y
purchas
e remolns unpaid for 25
d
a 1
from the closing date show
n on th
monthly bllllnQ statemenl
, 1 FINA NCE
CHARGE at the parlodtc rate
of 1 y, %
per month o f the total prev
iously unpold
balance under $1000 or
1% of the tot 1
previously unpaid balan
ce In excess f
$1 000 snail ba Imposed.
These are
Annual Percentage Rate
a of 18% and
12% respectl•ely, The mini
mum mon lht
payment Is S 1�.
Y

•can

Mode l G F- 1 770.

Sharp portable AMIFM
stere o ca ssette
recorder. Cue and review
for easy tape record ing.
Operates on ACIDC.

Sha rp 1 8- l nch
(dla g . )
col �r tele visi on
. C o m p u t e r
des i g ne d c h as s i s
g i v es you
a c l e ar, bri g h t
p i c t u re.
.
S t m u la ted wal
n u t c a b i net

if its jeans you want
CACHAREL
CHARDON
or maybe shirts or tops
GENO
GARY REED
so the situation demands a suit
PIERRE CARDIN
OSCAR De La RENT A

_

Ch iCO

NCAA s tarts
go vernance
plan for A lA W
lmplemen tat1on of the NCAA
governance plan has begun, as a
result of adoption by the 198 1 Con
vention of all segments of that plan
and of all proposals to establish ad
ditional NCAA-sponsored women's
championships.
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Staff Writer

Th e {>resent UOP men's swim
team has a great deal of Ql�m
talent, according to
captain Rob Anslow.
, a 6 foot l inch distance
from Hudson, Ohio, said
h e h as had a good year. He fur
st a ted that "although he perhas not had an outstanding
per formance �e thought
very lucky to have been able
with and be the captain of
a talented team."
The team so far has never looked
in the four years that Anslow

has been here. He believes that the
team's success will continue and
per aps next year they will qualify for
nattonals.
-slo�ta�thaLthe highlight
for htm thts year and previous years
was the chance to swim with such a
talented team in the conference meet.
He stated that he had never before
been on a team that did so well in
conference .
Anslow said that last year when
�e was elected team captain he was a
httle shocked because he had not ex
pected it.
Coach Dennis Nugent
stated that he felt that Anslow was
chosen for his strong leadership

�
�

oftba l l u p s rec ord 5- 1 ,
Pacific went on
second game 7-3.

By Tina Tseng
Staff Writer

Pacific's women's softball team
their season record to 5- l by
both games from Chico State
doubleheader played at Chico
Saturday.

Theresa Aores, the winning pitcher

the first game, threw a one-hitter,
UOP to a 5-0 win. Assisting
Tigers in the win was Laura
hitting a double and a single.

In a game highlighted by well
base running, winning pitcher
Dullb.lllrrlkv Smith pitched a four-hitter , as

top to win the

Nikki Synodis turned in an out
standing performance hitting both a
triple and a single.
UOP was scheduled to play last
Friday, as well as last Wednesday
but due to rain both games wer
postponed.
The Lady Tigers were to take on
San Diego State on Thursday, at
home.
Information regarding the
game was unavailable at press time.
Today, Pacific plays Portland
State at Louis Park in Stockton.
Game time is 4 p.m.

Football

hen asked about continuing
.
hts swtmming career, Anslow stated
that he was going to keep swimming
for recreation, but that he was not
going to try for theOlympics in '84.
He feels he personally does not have
the talent to make the Olympic swim
team, and that th�o. Olympic swimmers
are a "special breed."
However Anslow feels that
several members of the present UOP
team do have the potential and ability
to make the USA swim team.
Anslow stated that he would
miss swimming and he hoped that
UOP would continue to grow both ir
athletics and academics.

•Sports Briefs •

freshman Jane Romberg were
named to second team NorCal All
Conference Basketball Team. This
is Peets second time to be named to
the team.

Rusty Weekes, the defensive
coordinator for NCAA Division II
semi-finalist Santa Clara, has been
named inside linebacker coach on
the Tiger football staff.
Subsequently, defensive line
coach Frank Bauer has been
elevated ! <' rlcfensive coordinator
and part-time assistant Steve Hall
has bt.en b1 ough. up to l'u ll-timt:
status and will handle the defensive
backs.
Mike
replaces
Weekes
Haluchak who has since gone to
Cal, and Hall has taken over for
Bill Baird who is now with the New
York Jets.

its C h ico for two w i n s
-- ----- .. -
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Women's basketball

Senior

Karen

Peets

•

e

win t h e tttle.

By John Rawson
Staff Writer

Yesterday was a day when two
developments took place in
;!'lramur:tl d · - �r·��-• 'T''· c first
the conclusio" of nn
ac; lr �tball
with Cruw u ku:ya1 l<l"tn& on
in the Napoleon League
PJaJII1PI•Dnshi ·game�- Results wel"e
for this writing. Secondly,
........u,,v was the last day for signfor our softball leagues, which
begin play this coming Monday.
the bulletin board in the gym
next week's schedule.
As for basketball, we do have
....-....."""" in the other leagues. In A
That Smell clinched the
title last week. They finished
the season with a 7 - 1 record, a full
games ahead of the second place
In the women's division , the
took the crown with a 7-1
·

In B league we had a champion

which was decided exactly when
ran out. Down by 7 points with
than a minute left on the clock,
Fn� u l t y team edged out Trigon
d 45-44 score.
With 4 seconds
in the game, the Faculty 's Tom
Nei ll sank his first shot ..md the
called time out. They h?� nr' " J
for the straight shot, a n O'Neill
th i� one a lc;o to dose , � ,. -� a t.
. Th e Faculty then put .J" a full
Trigon took about 4 or 5
before finally putting the ball
Pla y, only to have Keith Lowry of
Fa culty step in front of his man
steal the ball away. As the last
seconds ticked down, Lowry
t hen jumped up high to sink a
�"U·nnin• ··· with no time left on the
, to give the Faculty it's amazing
Corne fro
m behind victor y .
And finallv in C league action,
had a'lot he.' faculty filled team
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sleeping baa were reportedly taken
the Omega
Phi Alpha sleeping porch
lng a Party
on the night of March 7. I f
know anyth ing about this please call
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The Psycho-Buffalos

��.. u t.. to topple the
Bullets. Although not quite the heart
stopper as the B league game , this one
was just about as close The PsychoBuffalos would continually pull out
by 4, 5, or 6 points only to have the
Bullets shoot (sorry) right back. But
in the end, the Psyco-Buffalos pulled
a

it.aut.

Two other-ev�e coming up
just around the corner. Next Friday
March 27, we will be holding a co-ed
soccer tournament. Entries will be
due on Thursday, March 26, by 5.
Secondly, we will be holding a
Duffer's Derby Golf Tournament on
April 1 . Entries will be due on March
3 1 , by 5 p . m. For more information
on both events, come into the intramural department.
And to close out, I would personally like to thank the fine efforts
and work put in by our basketball
referees and scorekeepers this year.
Through the torments of late nights,
ridiculous heckling by both teams and
fans, and a delay in pay, they put up
with a lot this year, and we in the in
tramural department thank them.
We couldn't have done it without

Lacrosse

The lacrosse team will play
their last ' 8 1 home game tomorrow
at 1 1 a.m. on the Intramural field.
The Tigers will take on Denver, a
club team that is touring Northern
California. Rain or shine, Pacific
will play in what will be the last
home game for many seniors.
Last weekend UOP lost a very
"physical" game to UC Davis, at
Davis, 12-7. Their overall record is
now 4-5 with six games to go.

and

Freshman John Mulleady stretches for winning volley.

Tennis

total. Reno's second round of 378
also gave them a 755.
In this situation the tie is broken
by taking the sixth man's score for
the most recent round. Reno's sixth
man, Dean Menate, shot 82. But
Stanislaus' sixth man, Cliff Smith,
fired a 78, giving Stanislaus the vic
tory.
Pacific looked to have its third
straight third place . finish locked up
by shootmg 384 or a 769 total; but
Sacramento
State's
371
second
round, coupled with its 391 first
round, gave them third place by one
stroke at 768.
Allen continued his superb play
by shooting 7 1 on Friday to card an
even par 1 44 total, and the victory.
Matt Watson, Davis, had 1 8 pars in
his second round for a 72, which ad
ded to his 74 first round and gave him
146 and second place, as Plumlee had
a 76 for his second round for a 147
total, and third place. A 73 by Pen
fold on Friday brought him in from
the pace to capture fourth at 148.
Both UOP teams see action next
week in the UOP Northern California
Invitational on Mar. 27 and 28 at
Elkhorn Country Club.

By Kevin Coombs

Brad Penfold led the second golf
team to a fourth place finish in the
Stanislaus State Invitational, Mar. 1 2
and 1 3, with 'tis fourth place in
dividual finish. Stanislaus State won
the team competition, and Mike
A
, Nevada-Reno, was the indi.tdual champion.
,
Nevado-Reno, on the strength of
Matt Plumlee's 7 1 and Mike Allen's
7 3 , jumped out to a four stroke lead
after the first 1 8 holes at 377 . Strong
winds hampered most of the teams'
scoring ability; no other team had <
score in the 370's. Stanislaus finisheo
the day with a second place 38 1 , with
Pacific in third at 385.
Plumlee's 7 1 and Allen's 73 gave
them the leader and runner-up
positions as three players shot 74, and
three, including Penfold and another
Tiger, John Klein, were at 75.
Threatening clouds covered the
course for Friday's round as the 1 3 th
turned out to be unlucky for Reno.
Stanislaus made up its four stroke
deficit by shooting 374 for a 755

By John

Number one singles player Tina
Tseng came from behind to win her
match against her San Jose State op
ponent 3-6, 7-6, 6-3, in a grueling
three hour match as the women's ten
nis team defeated the Spartans 5-3 in
a rain shortened match in San Jose on
Tuesday.
Three other Lady Tiger players
were also victorious in their singles
matches as Annette Ward, Eve Zim
merman, and Karen Hedlund each
won.
The doubles team of Dori
O 'Rourke and Hedlund were also
winners.
With the win the Lady Tigers
brought their league record even at 1 1 and their overall mark to 5-5.

Thursday the Tigers faced USF
at home, scores were not available at
press time.
Next Monday and
Tuesday the Tigers will be home to
face WestemWashington and the Un
iversity of Oregon, at 1 and 2 p.m.,
respectively.
Pacific's men's tennis team suf
fered a disappointing 6-3 loss to Utah
Star e here last Monday.

Monroe needed only two sets to
defeat his opponent 6- 1 , 7-6, while
Howorth, after dropping the first set
4-6, came back to win the next two 62, 6-2.
Pacific dropped their season
record to 4-5 following a 9-0 loss to
league title contender Fresno State,
last Tuesday, at Fresno.
"They were a really tough team,
but I had expected us to do better
against them," remarked Howorth,
capta in of the team.
John Mulleady, a freshman, turned
in the day's outstanding performance
playing a tough three sets before suc
cumbing to his opponent, 4-6, 6-3, 36.
The Tigers play Chico today at 2
p.m., University of Idaho on Satur
day
at
9
a.m.
and
Western
Washington University on Monday at
1 p.m. All are home matches.

SONY. PIONEER. JVC. TECHNICS.ESS
BLAUPUNKT.BOSE.etc,etc...
ALL EQUIPMENT IS SPANKING NEW. IN SEALED
BOXES WITH WARRANTIES.

at Athletic Ticket Of

DON'T BUY UNTIL YOU CHECK OUR PRICES!
for an appointment or price quote.

CALL RICH- (209) 952-4698

O P E N I N G
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Peter Monroe and Mike Howorth,
playing fifth and sixth singles respect
ively, turned in good performances.

WE HAVE ALL MAJOR STEREO BRANDS AT THI
LOWES T PRICES IN THE STOCKTON AREAl

Volleyball tickets for the 1 9 8 1 season are now
on sale. Tickets include admission to all the games
and tournaments (Wendy 's Classic) played in the
Spanos Event Center. UOP students: $ 5 ; Faculty:

$ 20.
More information
fice - 946-24 7 4 .

The Tigers lost some close three
set singles matches which left them at
a 4-2 deficit going into doubles play.

... a love for awesome audio

V f)LJ.. EYIJAJ.. J.. 'l'lf�ll.l�'l'S

Which reminds me; if anyone is
interested in making a little extra
cash, we need softball umpires. Pay
will be $3.75.Qt.! g�e .
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you!

Masters and Tina Tseng

M atches hampered by ra1n ;
men struggle , women win

Golf s wings 4 th place
Staff Writer

l ntra m u rals
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abilities and his amiable attitudes.
When Anslow arrived in Sep
tember '80 he did not know that
Coach Collet, the last year's swim
coach, had resigned.
Anslow said
that he was a little curious as tn why
�ollet had resigned, but made no
JUd&ement about the new ... oach,
(Dennis Nugent). Now after a season
with Nugent, Anslow said that UOP
had made a good choice in hiring
Nugent and that he is a great asset to
the team . Anslow further stated that
"the coach had made a good im
pression on the team and did
everything possible to help make the
team more cohesive."
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By T .K. Rohan
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Mee t Y ou At Foxy Loxy For Lunch

I nquire a bout our Cateri ng Services. T he same fine foods that you
will enjoy eating at FOXY LOXY will be expertly garnished, placed
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Are We Living
in a Generation
of Ultra- Conservative
Youth?

Bob Beja n
Lori Summerville;
Covell:

Fr.;

&

J eff Streblow-----

Elbert

I think it depends on what
area you're talking about . It's a
big generalization. I think they're
more conservative than the 60s or
70s and it depends on whether
you're from California or the East
Coast .
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Cheri Threadgill; Jr.; C.O.P.:

I think the fact that Reagan
was elected shows a trend toward
conservative thoughts and ideals. I
wouldn't say it's ultra-conserva
tive. I think there's a lot of diver
sity among the youth today, but on
the whole people seem to be
leaning in that direction.

G rad . wear re nta ls set

Sc ul pt ur e Cu tti ng

Christine Marciasina; Fr. ; C.O.P.

No, I don't think we live in a
generation of ultra-conservative
youth. I thihk we have a pretty
ood balance between conser
vatism and liberalism. We're not
way out like the 60s, but we're not
totally conservative either.

Sir Gauuan

Sp ots for Riverb oat
fund-raiser open

Pat Peck: Sr. ; Ray/Cal . :

Yes, I ' d say we live in a gen
eration of ultra-conservative youth
at UOP since a majority of them
are Republican, myself included.
Even though I 'm not the typical
Republican, I 'm pretty liberal.

Karen Andersen; Soph.; C.O.P.

I think we're more conserva
tive than before, I really hope
we're not. I 'm not. It seems like
'\ i t h thP R P��an admi nistration
that everyone's going on the other
side and being too traditional.
Professors are often getting mad
because we don't get as upset
about things as we used to. Maybe
we should.

Tickets are still o n sale for a
The party will begin at 6 p . m .
library fund-raising party to be held with cocktails and hors d'oeuvres.
on Moore's Riverboat March 26.
dinner, served at 7 p . m . , consists of a
Moore's Riverboat is a popular choice between prime rib or chicken.
floating restaurant-club on the Delta, There will be a complete bar serving
and will host the event, sponsored by both well drinks and beer.
students on the President's Council
Approximately 175 dinner-dance
on I nstitutional Advancement.
tickets are available for sale . to
From the event, the council university students, faculty, and ad
hopes to raise a substantial amount of ministrators. The cost is $25.00 per
money, possibly as much as $5800.
non-student, and $20.00 per student.
Since the total costs would only be
In addition, I SO dance tickets are
about $2,025 for food and the band,
the total gift to the library could being sold at a cost of $ 1 0.00. This
price includes cocktails and the dan
reach $3,000 to $4,225.
The food, beverages, and band ce, beginning at 9 p.m. , without din
will be provided by Captain Moore, ner.
proprietor of the Riverboat.
The
Tickets to the dinner-dance and
band, which has played at Moore's party are still readily available. They
every weekend for the past 1 5 years, are currently being sold by students
is
a
lively
six-piece
Dixieland on campus, and in the Electronics
dance band.
Store, where they can be charged.

Jtt9s�

Sc ul pt ur e Cu tti ng

Artistically combin ing precision with
shape .
. a "conto ured look"
specifically suited for you

AND FAC,ULTY DISCOlfNT

Sir Gauuan's Superhair Salons

BffEFI.
Yes, they're afraid to think , I
think . They don't take apart a
problem and explore it, they just
take what the textbook gives, never
push the professor to the limit,
never ask him to explain what he's
doing. They just accept it and take
what's gone before and they're
afraid to have a thought no one
has had before.

The Leaning Tower of Burns

(sung to the tune of London Bridges)
Burns 's Tower isfalling down
Falling down, falling' down,·
The bells don 't r;ng,
Won 't make a sound,
Where is Stan McCaffrey?
This little jingle comes to you from the
mind of one bewildered writer as he stumbles
across
an
odd
word
Webster' s
in
called-" priority . "
I t ' s a noun that means
" preferent ial rating . " A thing gets or becomes
a "priorit y" when it IS deemed to be most im
portant. One can see fine examples of prior
ities , in an academic sense, by simply being
aware of what 's happeni ng around campus .
According to the president's office, tfie
reason why the lovely sound of bells has not
rung out of Burns Tower for the last two
months is that the $ 1 0,000 , one-of-a-ki nd am
pli fication system blew a tube; a small, simple,
rather inexpensive tube!
Now, having the tube fixed
nof a priority
for the president's office because that task

Winner of 7 of 1 0 Awards
for best Hairstyles
in the San Joaquin Valley.

tsSS North Penldaa' A•eaae
1.u Veaetiul Square
957-2281

Victoria Whiteman; Sr. ; C.O.P.
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belong s to KUOP .
Of course , nobod y has
necessa rily checked with KUOP to see if they
know that, but then . . . that's not the issue.
An examp le of how
in a dynam ic, affirm ative sense is in the
constr uction of the Events Center . It's clearly
preferab le, you see, that Camp Pacific gets
an
ego monu ment to the Almig hty Himse lf
posed to many lesser things
di ion whic h everyone
t�mg s
dorm repairs (hard ly needed) , or new
ftlters for the pool (whic h only turns
green
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